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Terminology dispute

1. BDD
• TDD
• DDD

2. BDT
3. “True” BDD
4. BDD
5. Agile & Waterfall methodologies and BDD
6. BDDT :)



BDD – as a Risk Management Tool

1. "Risk management - is project management for adults"
2. "Do not take the project, if there are no risks"



Development specific risks 

1. The main issue of not successful Agile teams nowadays, is that we 
implement things with good quality, in time, filling the budget and 
tech limitations do things we were not asked to do (requirements 
issue)

2. Any Agile methodology based on mix of multiple feedback 
mechanisms, including technical (TDD on the level of acceptance 
tests, as in for BDD)



… and practices

1. 3 Amigo and co
2. Requirements based on key examples
3. Executable specification => DRY and SSOT principles
4. And so on …



BDD triangle of Risk Management, QA 
Management and QA Auto Tech side



Business risks

1. Quality assurance risks: process related
2. Technical risks: auto tests implementation related
3. People management risks: hire, rotation, transferring code to another 

vendor (contractor)



Reasons of mutual “mistrust”

1. “Incompetent” customer
• Without IT background
• Without IT-consultant at the state
• With negative experience of working with IT Contractor

2. Incompetent contractor
• Skilled manual testers, with base knowledge of Automation
• Automation engineers with good engineering background without 

serious understanding of QA processes



Citation

"A Healthy Mistrust - a good basics for cooperative work" - rephrase of 
report XVII of party meeting about work of Org Bureau of the Communist 
Party of the Soviet Union from January 26, 1934 Joseph Stalin



Why business insist on BDD even if the risks are 
not about our team?



Guarantees are ALWAYS more preferable of 
emotional TRUST and "other lyrical stuff"



Risks

1. Quality assurance risks: process related
• Test Cases
• Traceability Matrix
• Business oriented reports

2. Technical risks: auto tests implementation related
• Initial infrastructure
• 2 layers (min)
• Code re-usage step based (at least)

3. People management risks: hire, rotation, transferring code to another 
vendor (contractor)



Risks

3. People management risks: hire, rotation, transferring code to 
another vendor (contractor)
• Predictable (not always optimal) complexity \ simplicity of solution
• Predictable (not always optimal) skillset of Automation specialist
• As a result: predictable complexity, hire, rotation, code transferring 

process from one vendor (contractor) to another



Quality assurance risks

1. Test Cases:
• Formulated
• Under VCS
• Available to any team member
• Verified by Product Owners (Product owners as Façade for 

Business Team)
• Formulated in business terms
• Are part of integral process of Software Development (such as, as 

example, Part of Backlog Items and Definition of Done)



Quality assurance risks

2. Traceability Matrix:
• Exists
• Used as at least 1-1 mapping Backlog Item - BDD based automated 

acceptance test



Quality assurance risks

3. Business oriented reports:
• Exist
• Generated automatically
• Business needs oriented



Technical risks

1. Initial infrastructure:
• Tests are, at least, implemented not in main
• Minimal architecture \ infrastructure of Automated testing is 

guaranteed to be implemented



Technical risks

2. 2 layers (min):
• Implemented architecture
• At least - 2 level architecture
• Test layer (possibly incorrectly formulated) and business actions 

layer on the level where code is reused (possibly implemented 
incorrectly)



Technical risks

3. Code re-usage step based (at least)



People management risks

1. Hire, rotation, transferring code to another vendor (contractor)
• Predictable (not always optimal) complexity \ simplicity of solution
• Predictable (not always optimal) skillset of Automation specialist
• As a result: predictable complexity, hire, rotation, code transferring 

process from one vendor (contractor) to another



Faculty of "Non-traditional usage of logarithmic 
ruler"

1. ~BDD low level actions focused approach
2. ~BDD Page Objects focused approach
3. ~BDD Business Reports focused approach



3 funny examples

1. ~BDD low level actions focused approach
2. ~BDD Page Objects focused approach
3. ~BDD Business Reports focused approach



What you should not expect from BDD

1. Time saving \ money while formulating Test Cases
2. Time saving \ money while developing and supporting Automated 

Tests

3. Risk Management:
• project with Risk Management is ALWAYS a bit more expensive, 

than a project without Risk Management (at the time when no 
risks appeared on the second option)

• project with Risk Management is sufficiently cheaper, than a 
project without Risk Management (in case, that at least one risk 
appeared)



Basics of Risk Management

“Waltzing with Bears: Managing Risk on Software Projects” Tom 
DeMarco and Timothy Lister



What you should not expect from BDD: detailed 
information

1. Time saving \ money while formulating Test Cases
2. Time saving \ money while developing and supporting Automated 

Tests

3. Risk Management:
• project with Risk Management is ALWAYS a bit more expensive, 

than a project without Risk Management (at the time when no 
risks appeared on the second option)

• project with Risk Management is sufficiently cheaper, than a 
project without Risk Management (in case, that at least one risk 
appeared)



BDD in the context of Agile & Waterfall



3 key problems which Agile solve

1. Customer "incompetency"
2. Contractor incompetency
3. Uncertainties of

• Domain
• Technology



Going back to the basics: terminology question

1. BDD
• TDD
• DDD

2. BDT
3. “True” BDD
4. BDD
5. Agile & Waterfall methodologies and BDD
6. BDDT :)



High level vision on UI QA Automation 
Architecture



3 main layers & any UI Engine
The simplest one

Page Object

Low Level Actions

Business Actions

Under the hood of a Test

External data source 
with locators, for 
example:
• ini file
• xml
• json
• Java property file

Selenium 
WebDriver

Selenium 
Wrapper

Selenium Helper

UI Engine

??

?
?

Test
?

“Smart” Singleton

??
?
?



Test & 3A Rule
Arrange, Act, Assert test structure rule

Test

Arrange

Act

Assert

Page Object

Low Level Actions

Business Actions

Under the hood of a Test



Test & 3A Rule - Arrange

Test

Arrange

Act

Assert

DB Engine

API Engine

Rest Engine

SOAP 
Engine

“Smart”” 
Singleton ?

Business Actions

Under the hood of a Test

Data source 
(DDT)



Test & 3A Rule - Act

Test

Arrange

Act

Assert
Business Actions

Under the hood of a Test



Test & 3A Rule - Assert

Test

Arrange

Act

Assert

Assert Engine

Test Runner

Selenium Wrapper

Selenium Helper

UI Engine



Test & 3A Rule: Arrange, Act, Assert

Business Actions

Under the hood of a Test
Test

Arrange

Act

Assert

DB Engine

API Engine

Rest Engine

SOAP 
Engine

“Smart”” 
Singleton

?

?

?

Assert Engine

Test Runner

Selenium 
Wrapper

Selenium 
Helper

Data source 
(DDT)



Test

Arrange

Act

Assert

Logger

Tracer
“Smart”” 
Singleton

Reporting 
Engine

Test Runner

Reporting 
Engine

Parallelization 
Engine

Test & “Global” Entities - run test in parallel



Test level mapping: 4 examples of entities 
mapping in one

Test

Arrange

Act

Assert

Keyword based Test Case 
for Automation

The same Test case for 
Automation in a Flow way

Gherkin scenario

The same Test case for 
Automation using DSL



Business Action level mapping: 4 examples of 
entities mapping in one

Page Object

Low Level Actions

Business Actions

Under the hood of a Test

Implemented keyword 
(verb on noun)

Implemented API in a Flow 
way

Implemented Gherkin Step

Internal, external or hybrid 
DLS construction



Test & 3A Rule: 4 examples of entities mapping 
in one

Page Object

Low Level Actions

Business Actions

Under the hood of a TestTest

Arrange

Act

Assert

Keyword based 
Test Case for 
Automation

The same Test case 
for Automation in 

a Flow way

Gherkin scenario

The same Test case 
for Automation 

using DSL

Implemented 
keyword (verb

on noun)

Implemented 
API in a Flow 

way

Implemented 
Gherkin Step

Internal, 
external or 
hybrid DLS 

construction



Discussion of abstract BDD engine for UI QA 
Automation



Cucumber example



SpecFlow example



Serenity example



The exemplary acceptance criterion

Now suppose we are implementing the “Add new TODO items” feature. This 

feature could have an acceptance criterion along the lines of “Add a new TODO 

item”. If we were testing these scenarios manually, it might look like this: 

Add a new TODO item 

• Start with an empty TODO list;

• Add an item called ‘Buy some milk’;

• The ‘Buy some milk’ item should appear in the TODO list;



The example acceptance criterion

One of the big selling points of the Screenplay Pattern is that it lets you build up a 

readable API of methods and objects to express your acceptance criteria in 

business terms. For example, using the Screenplay Pattern, we could automate 

the scenario shown above very naturally like this: 

@Test 

public void should_be_able_to_add_a_todo_item() {

givenThat(james).wasAbleTo(Start.withAnEmptyTodoList());

when(james).attemptsTo(AddATodoItem.called("Buy some milk"));

then(james).should(seeThat(TheItems.displayed(), hasItem("Buy some milk")))

}





User Experience (UX) Design

In User Experience (UX) Design, we 

break down the way a user interacts 

with an application into goals

(scenario titles), tasks (top-level of 

abstraction in the scenario) and 

actions (the lowest level of 

abstraction, below the tasks).

Layers of abstraction

• The goal describes the ‘why’ of the 

scenario in terms of what the user 

is trying to achieve in business 

terms.

• The tasks describe ‘what’ the user 

will do as high-level steps required 

to achieve this goal.

• The actions say ‘how’ the user 

interacts with the system to 

perform a particular task.

The Screenplay Pattern encourages strong layers of abstraction



The Screenplay Pattern uses an actor-centric model



• Actors need to be able to do things 

to perform their assigned tasks. So 

we give our actors “abilities”, a bit 

like the superpowers of a super-

hero, if somewhat more mundane. 

If this is a web test, for example, 

we need James to be able to 

browse the web using a browser.

james.can(BrowseTheWeb.
with(hisBrowser));

Actors have abilities



• To make it clear that this is a 

precondition for the test (and 

could very well go in a JUnit 

@Before method), we can use the 

syntactic sugar method 

givenThat():

givenThat(james).can(Bro
wseTheWeb.with(hisBrows
er));

Actors have abilities



• An actor needs to perform a 

number of tasks to achieve a 

business goal. A fairly typical 

example of a task is “adding a 

TODO item”, which we could write 

as follows:

james.attemptsTo(AddATo
doItem.called("Buy some 
milk"))

Actors perform tasks



• Or, if the task is a precondition, 

rather than the main subject of the 

test, we could write something like 

this:

james.wasAbleTo(AddATod
oItem.called("Buy some 
milk"))

Actors perform tasks



• The actor invokes the performAs() 

method on a sequence of tasks

• Tasks are just objects that implement 

the Task interface, and need to 

implement

the performAs(actor) method.

• You can think of any Task class as 

basically a performAs() method

alongside a supporting cast of helper 

methods.

Actors perform tasks



Serenity task class example

public class AddATodoItem implements Task {

private final String thingToDo;

protected AddATodoItem(String thingToDo) {

this.thingToDo = thingToDo;

}

public static AddATodoItem called(String thingToDo) {

return Instrumented.instanceOf(AddATodoItem.class). withProperties(thingToDo);

}

@Step("{0} adds a todo item called #thingToDo")

public <T extends Actor> void performAs(T actor) {

actor.attemptsTo( Enter.theValue(thingToDo) .into(NewTodoForm.NEW_TODO_FIELD)

.thenHit(RETURN) );

}

}

james.wasAbleTo(AddATodoItem.called("Buy some milk"));



• To get the job done, a high-level 

business task will usually need to call 

either lower level business tasks or 

actions that interact more directly 

with the application. In practice, this 

means that the performAs() method 

of a task typically executes other, 

lower level tasks or interacts with the 

application in some other way. For 

example, 2 actions:

• Enter the TODO text in the text 
field and Press Return

Task decomposition



Tasks can be used as building blocks by other tasks

public class AddTodoItems implements Task {

private final List<String> todos;

protected AddTodoItems(List<String> items) {

this.todos = ImmutableList.copyOf(items);

}

@Step("{0} adds the todo items called #todos")

public <T extends Actor> void performAs(T actor) {

todos.forEach( todo -> actor.attemptsTo( AddATodoItem.called(todo) ) );

}

public static AddTodoItems called(String... items) {

return Instrumented.instanceOf(AddTodoItems.class). withProperties(asList(items));

}

}

givenThat(james).wasAbleTo(AddTodoItems.called("Walk the dog", "Put out the garbage"));



UI elements are targets

In the Serenity Screenplay implementation, we use a special Target class to identify 

elements using (by default) either CSS or XPATH. The Target object associates a 

WebDriver selector with a human-readable label that appears in the test reports to 

make the reports more readable. You define a Target object as shown here:

Target WHAT_NEEDS_TO_BE_DONE = Target.the( "'What needs to 

be done?' field").locatedBy("#new-todo") ;



Page object data class

public class ToDoList {

public static Target WHAT_NEEDS_TO_BE_DONE = Target.the( "'What needs to be done?'                                  

field").locatedBy("#new-todo");

public static Target ITEMS = Target.the( "List of todo items").locatedBy(".view label");

public static Target ITEMS_LEFT = Target.the( "Count of items left").locatedBy("#todo-count strong");

public static Target TOGGLE_ALL = Target.the( "Toggle all items link").locatedBy("#toggle-all");

public static Target CLEAR_COMPLETED = Target.the( "Clear completed link").locatedBy("#clear-

completed");

public static Target FILTER = Target.the( "filter").locatedBy("//*[@id='filters']//a[.='{0}']");

public static Target SELECTED_FILTER = Target.the( "selected filter").locatedBy("#filters li

.selected");

}



A typical automated acceptance test has three parts (3A Rule):

1. Set up some test data and/or get the application into a known state

2. Perform some action

3. Compare the new application state with what is expected.

From a testing perspective, the third step is where the real value lies – this is where we 

check that the application does what it is supposed to do.

Actors can ask questions about the state of the application



Actors use their abilities to interact with the system

• The TODO application has a counter in 

the bottom left hand corner indicating 

the remaining number of items.

• We will use question object to check 

the status of the displayed item.

• The test needs to check that the 

number of remaining items is correct.

What is the right size for java classes?



Test itself

@Test 

public void

should_see_the_number_of_todos_decrease_when_an_item_is_complete

d() {

givenThat(james).wasAbleTo(Start.withATodoListContaining( "Walk 

the dog", "Put out the garbage"));

when(james).attemptsTo( CompleteItem.called("Walk the dog") );

then(james).should(seeThat(TheItems.leftCount(), is(1)));

}

The test needs to check that the number of remaining items (indicated “items left”) is 1.



Auxiliary code

The static TheItems.leftCount() method is a simple factory method that returns a new 

instance of the ItemsLeftCounter class:

public class TheItems {

public static Question<List<String>> displayed() {

return new DisplayedItems();

}

public static Question<Integer> leftToDoCount() {

return new ItemsLeftCounter();

}

}

This serves simply to make the code read in a fluent fashion.



Question objects

then(james).should(seeThat(TheItems.displayed(), hasItem("Buy some 

milk")));

This code checks a value retrieved from the application (the items displayed on the 

screen) against an expected value (described by a Hamcrest expression). However, 

rather than passing an actual value, we pass a Question object. The role of a Question 

object is to answer a precise question about the state of the application, from the 

point of view of the actor, and typically using the abilities of the actor to do so.

Questions are rendered in human-readable form in the reports:



The Question object

Question objects are similar to Task and Action objects. However, instead of 

the performAs() used for Tasks and Actions, a Question class needs to implement 

the answeredBy(actor) method, and return a result of a specified type. 

public class ItemsLeftCounter implements Question<Integer> {

@Override public Integer answeredBy(Actor actor) {

return Text.of(TodoCounter.ITEM_COUNT) .viewedBy(actor)

.asInteger(); } }

The answeredBy() method uses the Text interaction class to retrieve the text of the 

remaining item count and to convert it to an integer:

public static Target ITEMS_LEFT = Target.the("Count of items left").

locatedBy("#todo-count strong");



• Like many good software 

development practices, the 

Screenplay Pattern takes some 

discipline to start with. Some care is 

initially required to design a 

readable, DSL-like API made up of 

well-organized tasks, actions and 

questions.

Screenplay is finished



Serenity and the Screenplay Pattern

1. https://janmolak.com/serenity-bdd-and-the-screenplay-pattern-
27819d0db780

2. https://www.baeldung.com/serenity-screenplay

3. http://serenity-bdd.info/docs/articles/screenplay-tutorial.html

4. https://www.infoq.com/articles/Beyond-Page-Objects-Test-
Automation-Serenity-Screenplay

https://janmolak.com/serenity-bdd-and-the-screenplay-pattern-27819d0db780
https://www.baeldung.com/serenity-screenplay
http://serenity-bdd.info/docs/articles/screenplay-tutorial.html
https://www.infoq.com/articles/Beyond-Page-Objects-Test-Automation-Serenity-Screenplay


Serenity and the Screenplay Pattern

1. “Designing Usable Apps: An agile approach to User Experience 
Design” by Kevin Matz

2. “A bit of UCD for BDD & ATDD: Goals -> Tasks -> Actions” by Antony 
Marcano

3. “A journey beyond the page object pattern” by Antony Marcano, Jan 
Molak, Kostas Mamalis

4. “The original reference implementation of the Screenplay Pattern”
5. “Design Patterns: Elements of Reusable Object-Oriented Software” by 

Erich Gamma, Richard Helm, Ralph Johnson and John Vlissides (The 
Command DP)



Additional Tech Guarantees \ Risks

2. Technical risks: auto tests implementation related
• Initial infrastructure
• 2 layers (min)
• Code re-usage step based (at least)
• Usage of mature Selenium Wrapper (not a hand-made solution)
• Sophisticated out of box DSL based Architecture that follows 

SOLID principles and Command DP



BDD in the context of back-end QA Automation



What BDD guarantees are actual for back-end 
from development and testing perspectives



Business risks

1. ~Dev guarantees
2. Quality assurance risks: process related (partially)
3. Technical risks: auto tests implementation related (less “powerful”)
4. People management risks: hire, rotation, transferring code to another 

vendor (contractor) (less “powerful”)



Risks

1. Quality assurance risks: process related
• Test Cases
• Traceability Matrix
• Business oriented reports

2. Technical risks: auto tests implementation related
• Initial infrastructure
• 2 layers (min)
• Code re-usage step based (at least)

3. People management risks: hire, rotation, transferring code to another 
vendor (contractor)



High level vision on Back-End QA Automation 
Architecture



Back-end automation toolkit



Main tools

• XML / JSON parser

• HTTP-client

• Unit-Testing Framework



Additional tools

• Mapping tool

• “Query” tool



Tool based solution















Ordinary solution



SPRING



Lets take a closer look. Rest template. To use it you even don’t 
need to bring all Spring stuff into the framework just create 
RestTemplate() instance. And you are good to go.

You could specify in what type you want to map response body. 
To send post request method postForObject could be used. Just 
specify URI, add payload and select in what type you want to 
receive the response. 
You could map it to some DTO object and than check some 
fields.



SPRING



Let’s make it a bit more complicated, you could use HTTP 

entity to add headers, or you could pass some 

variables to uri. Like in this example: I have ID 

parameter here, and rest template will replace it with 

parameter from method call. Here ID will be replaced 

with one hundred.



TEST FRAMEWORK



Working with Apache HTTP is pretty simple too. You 

should have instance of client itself, and create instance 

of request. Than you just retrieve response and checks 

that the entity content is fully consumed and the 

content stream, if exists, is closed. 

It could be useful to have response wrapper in this case 

that will have exit code, response body as String, 

Response body as object, Exception if any occurred 

during request execution, and if you want to check that 

request processing time, you could have this parameter 

too. 



TEST FRAMEWORK

POJOJSON

JSONPOJO

Custom DTO or

com.google.gson.JsonElement



BDD style solution



REST ASSURED



And I will finish this workshop with short description of rest assured framework. 

It pretty easy to use and flexible enough. Rest Assured provide tons of 

syntax sugar, which helps to create simple and easy understandable 

tests.

To use rest assured you should statically import RestAssured and Matchers 

classes. To send get request you … just call “get” method and specify 

uri. 

From one side Rest assured mimics Gherkin syntax, with it’s given when then 

constructions. From another it looks like builder, where all methods go one 

after another separated by comma.



In this example I set basic authentication, then send GET request and 

validate status code. Word when is syntax sugar, so I even can skip it in this 

case. Also rest assured provide few strategies of request validation.

In this example code sends GET request which returns response body, 

and then validate it.



REST ASSURED

SETTING PARAMETERS

REQUEST EXECUTION

RESPONSE VALIDATIONS  

RESPONSE OBJECT

with().



Full RestAssured test structure looks like this. Like in Cucumber 

RestAssured has Given When Then keywords. 

GIVEN section is responsible for configuring the request. In this section we 

could specify headers, request body or any RestAssured parameters like proxy, 

ssl security staff and so on.

WHEN section represents HTTP method and URI. 

In THEN section goes all validation. Also you could extract response body, 

and perform validation with test framework, instead validating in rest Assured. I 

will describe each section in more detail.



REST ASSURED

Set query parameters  
Set path parameters

Headers section

Add body



So, what about Given section.

In Given Section you can specify parameters for URI or query parameters, it 

makes tests more flexible, and code more reusable.

Also, things like Cookies and Headers should be specified in given section. 

Next one is BODY, where request body could be specified. This is most widely 

used methods from given section.



In general, given method allows to set all needed request data and set 

framework parameters before request will be issued.



REST ASSURED: URI

By default REST assured assumes host localhost and port 

8080 when doing a request.

You can change the default base URI, 

base path, port for all  subsequent

requests:



By default the RestAssured sends call to localhost if no parameters ware 

provided.

So in this example rest assured will send request to locallhost with port 8080, 

which is actually default tomcat port.

You can change default base uri, path and port by setting these values in base 

class, and then use in all tests, and you will have a possibility to change URI for 

all test from one place, which is good if you testing on different environments 

which have different URI. 

The same with basePath.

In provided example, if I specify baseURI and base Path, the request will be 

sent to BaseURI + BasePath + UriParameter.



You can change default base uri, path and port by setting these values in base 

class, and then use in all tests, and you will have a possibility to change URI for 

all test from one place, which is good if you testing on different environments 

which have different URI. 

The same with basePath.

In provided example, if I specify baseURI and base Path, the request will be 

sent to BaseURI + BasePath + UriParameter.



REST ASSURED: URI

Path parameters makes it easier to read the request path as well as enabling 
the request path to easily be  re-usable in many tests with different parameter
values.

Named

parameters

Unnamed

parameters

Like String.format



There few ways how to make URI value more flexible or configurable. You could 

use “named parameters”. So rest assured will check parameter name and 

replace it with corresponding value. 

Or you could specify parameters directly in call method. They call it 

unnamedParameters.

You could mix this two types of parameters.



So In this example: framework will check that: ok I have in request specification 

this parameter, so I will replace it with specified value. Then it checks, ok I don’t 

have such parameter name in request specification, but I have one extra 

parameter in the request call, so I will replace it with this parameter. 

And also parameters could be passed the same as in string format and 

RestAssured will replace them one by one.



REST ASSURED: HEADERS

Multi-value headers

Headers

Headers shortcuts



Then you will probably need to set headers and cookies. 

Method header will create single header if it was called with two 

parameters and multiple headers with the same name if you pass three or 

more parameters. 

Method headers creates headers from pairs of parameters. 

Also there are shortcuts for frequently used headers. Actually under the 

hood they are calling header() method. But well, these guys really want to 

make our code simple.



REST ASSURED: HEADERS

Just like headers

Detailed cookie builder



Pretty the same idea with cookies. You could set single cookie, or multi valued 

cookie. In this case rest assured will create multiple cookies with the same 

name and different values.

Also if you need more flexibility in cookies, you could use cookieBuilder, 

which allows you to set all cookie parameters.



REST ASSURED. SPEC BUILDER

Instead duplicating response 

expectations and/or  request 

parameters for different tests you 

can re-use  an entire specification.

To do this you define a specification 

using either the  

RequestSpecBuilder or

ResponseSpecBuilder.

http://static.javadoc.io/io.rest-assured/rest-assured/3.0.5/io/restassured/builder/RequestSpecBuilder.html
http://static.javadoc.io/io.rest-assured/rest-assured/3.0.5/io/restassured/builder/ResponseSpecBuilder.html


Setting the same values for multiple requests doesn’t have any sense.

To reduce code duplication, RestAssured framework has Request 

specification. 

How it works: you create request specification builder and add all 

parameters like headers and cookies. And this specification can be used in 

GIVEN section. 

But you can add additional parameters in given section, or even override 

values from request specification. 

The same staff with Response specification. It could be used to apply some 

set of validations for all responses. 



REST ASSURED: OBJECT MAPPING



And few words about request/response objects mapping. 

In rest assured it is really easy. Lets assume that I have class Message with 

request data. So when I pass it in given section with body message, 

RestAssured will serialize the object to JSON since the request content-type is 

set to "application/json". 

It will first try to use Jackson if found in classpath and if not Gson will be used. If 

you change the content-type to "application/xml" REST Assured will serialize to 

XML using JAXB. If no content-type is defined REST Assured will try to serialize 

in the following order.

You can also create a JSON document by supplying a Map to REST Assured.



REST ASSURED: RESPONSE VALIDATION



And then response validation. There are few ways. It could be validated with 

RestAssured:

StatusCode obviously validates status code, and body method to 

validates response body. First parameter is JSON path, and second is 

assert.

OR …  you could extract response object and validate with it. Extract 

method will return Response object, which can be passed to TestNg asserts, 

and validated here. 

And the third way is map response to DTO object, and work with it.



REST ASSURED: JSON SCHEMA



And even if you want to validate with JSON schema, it could be done in 

RestAssured. Just statically import JsonSchemaValidatorClass, and add new 

dependency in pom.xml and you are good to go. 



REST ASSURED: PROXY & SSL & LOGGING



At the end: few really important things that I haven’t mentioned yet.

RestAssured has built in methods to perform authorization. If you will 

specify method basic in given section, RestAssured will try to authenticate with 

provided login/password. Preemptive method shows that RestAssured will try to 

authenticate even before it will be requested for authentication.



Also if you want to see you requests in fiddler, and I assume you want, you 

should set proxy value. By default Fiddler works on eighty-eight on eighty-

eight port. Also, it uses self signed certificate, which will be recognized as 

unsafe. To deal with it. You could create custom key store and use it in your 

tests, or you could just turn off certificate validation when you work with fiddler.

Also RestAssured has pretty good logging functionality.



How complex is it to create own solution based on 
not BDD Http Client



Summary

1. Presentation as a detailed summary :)
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Thank you for you attention!

Bid you farewell!
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https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCzAhXR53eIvHht9qmF
PBVxg
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